Pajamas and Public-spirited Plutocrats Feature Florida

By ALLAN HAMMOND

DOWN among the palms and cocoanuts, where Seminole Indians once roamed through the wild everglades of Southern Florida, lies the beautiful West Palm Beach C. C.

The club was originally a private one until a few of the wealthy Palm Beach winter residents purchased the property and turned it over to the city. It is now a municipal layout. Col. E. R. Bradley of Louisville was one of these prominent men who made this all possible.

Terry Lewis is the "pro" and it is largely through his untiring efforts that the club has become one of the most financially successful golf courses in Florida.

Lewis has been quite fortunate in drawing players and increasing sales in his shop by his unique methods of running tournaments. "Terry," as he is popularly called, is the originator of the "Pajama Tournaments." Each contestant in the tournament, amateur or pro, must wear a pair of pajamas. The first tee the day of tournament resembles a group of clothing models displaying the latest styles in sleeping regalia. Nevertheless, it is a comfortable way to play golf, if not as dressy.

Leading "pros" and amateurs from all over the country who are wintering in the land of the palms find it worth their while to enter this tournament, as the city of West Palm Beach puts up a fine purse for the "pros" to shoot at and a multitude of fine prizes for the simon-pures.

It is interesting to know that a public golf club that will stage a show of this sort can make money. The stories about the tournament appearing in the local papers attract large crowds of golfers and also non-golfers. These people come to see the "pros" play and are also attracted to the "Big Show" by its bizarre touch.

This also means hundreds of lunches and the sales in candies and soft drinks leap skyward. It gives prospective golfers and members a chance to see what the club offers and what it can do in the way of entertainment.

The "pro" has told the writer that this tournament creates a tremendous interest among golfers and non-golfers who are not members of any club. And indirectly it means more sales in the shop and increased interest in the club. In other words, it's a great bally-hoo for the club.

Just as an idea of what interest these tournaments have created is indicated by the fact that 1,738 golfers played over the course in January, an average of 60 players a day. W. Thacher, who is the manager of the club, says that "Pajama" tournaments are the last word for bigger business.

Paradise for a Dollar and a Half

A WEALTHY and influential citizen of West Palm Beach, Col. M. D. Carmichael, has done something that everyone told him would be impossible. A man of considerable wealth and with a kindly turn of mind, he had for many seasons past watched tourists come and go, studying them as one does a difficult mathematical problem. Col. Carmichael, sparing no expense, hired a corp of engineers and contractors and had them transform a piece of swamp-land into a paradise of golfing pleasure. A half-mile race track where auto and horse races are held, a swimming pool, landing field, tennis courts, polo field, and a bridle path that winds its way around the golf course, are some of the features of this resort. This club is called the Belvedere C. C. and from all indications promises to be one of the most popular spots in Florida. A race meet will be held there and for those who care to ride, there are 22 saddle horses. For the golfer.
there is a beautiful 18-hole course with a Venetian canal winding its way around a greater portion of the course. On the course are a thousand palm trees ("which is plenty of palm trees in any tropical country"). The negro caddies are dressed in colorful suits of yellow shirts and green trousers.

The writer must forecast that in a few years it will have an international reputation. The club “pro” is none other than that esteemed veteran, Joe Mitchell, who has faithfully served thirty years as professional at the Cleveland C. C. “Joe” is quite enthused with his new winter club and is getting plans ready for a big tournament that will attract the leading pros and amateurs who happen to be in the South.

Pointers on Pushing Ball Sales

By ARNOLD MEARS

Professional, Richland G.C., Nashville, Tenn.

I T pays a pro to study methods of increasing his ball business for close observation will show any pro that many of his members play with balls that are long overdue for the practice bag. Many of us are inclined to let the ball sales take care of themselves even though we are fully aware of the good profit present in the frequent turn-over of our ball stocks. With ball sales running from an 8 to 5 to 7 to 5 proportion in gross dollar annual business as compared with club sales in most good pro shops and a ball stock turnover of six times a season we have something to think about. These ordinary figures apply to the cases where golf ball sales are handled in a casual fashion, so what ought we be able to do if we really got busy in pushing balls?

In 1929 I decided to see what I could do in increasing my ball sales. The results were so gratifying and profitable that I am passing on the news to other pros.

At my club, as at many others, members register before they are assigned caddies. Everybody has to do this so I have our register put on a show case where there is an attractive display of balls. This involved no additional investment on my part and it worked great in making my ball sales bigger. The 1929 sales from this stunt were a third greater than my 1928 ball volume. This is an example of making the player remind himself of what he needs which is the policy I believe accounts for most successful sales operations in the pro shop.

On Saturday afternoons I act as starter and I have a ball sweepstakes every week during the playing season. Not only do I render the members a service in supplying a competitive interest by these sweepstakes but I build up many ball sweepstake affairs of a hundred entries. This means a sale of several dozen balls from this source alone, each Saturday. It helps me in another way for I get in touch with every member who plays golf. I have some balls on my starting table so my members get a second chance to buy. That’s one thing for the pros to think about—a lot of times their members are too much in a hurry to stop in the pro shop when they are on their way to the first tee for the biggest play of the week. Getting the business the first time isn’t selling, it’s just supplying a clearly felt need, so I think one of the main features in pro selling is to always keep after the members’ business, without letting the members know it. If they think you are pushing them to buy, they are liable to get sore. Make it easy for them to push themselves into buying by having something they require always handy for them to purchase.

The pro who doesn’t make the most of his sales opportunities when acting as starter Saturday afternoons has no license to kick about his business being “off.” He is what’s “off,” not the business.

Pro Tourney Expense Deductible in Taxation

A NEW ruling by the Income Tax Department permits professional golf players to deduct in their tax returns all expenses incident to participation in matches.

The pro is, therefore, entitled to deduct all the ordinary and necessary travelling expenses incurred in connection with his business while away from home. This would include railroad fares, meals, hotel accommodations, caddy hire, entrance fees, etc. In addition, the cost of golf clubs, balls and tees are also deductible if purchased for use solely in tournaments.

The deduction, however, does not extend to articles of wearing apparel such as golf shoes, hose, sweaters, rain jackets, etc. These are regarded as personal expenses, since they take the place of regular clothing otherwise worn. The amounts paid for laundry are not deductible.